Summary. Historians of orthopaedics, artificial limbs and disability have devoted a great deal of attention to children and soldiers but have neglected to give sufficient space in their studies to industrial workers, the other patient group that has been identified as crucial to the development of these areas. Furthermore, this attention has led to an imbalanced focus on charitable and philanthropic activities as the main means of assistance and the neglect of a significant part of the voluntary sphere, the labour movement. This article, focusing on industrial south Wales, examines the efforts of workingclass organisations to provide artificial limbs and a range of other surgical appliances to workers and their family members in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It finds that a distinctive, labourist conception of disability existed which envisaged disabled workers as an important priority and one to which significant time, effort and resources were devoted.
In March 1919, Vernon Hartshorn, miners' agent of the Maesteg District of the South Wales Miners' Federation (SWMF) and Member of Parliament for the Ogmore constituency in Glamorgan, appeared before Justice Sankey's Coal Industry Commission. Hartshorn painted a vivid picture of the consequences of an industry continued without consideration for the well-being of the people of mining communities and with an eye to profits alone. Similar to many other witnesses who appeared on behalf of the miners' unions, Hartshorn drew the Commission's attention to the considerable perils that miners faced in the course of their daily labours. Each year roughly one in every six miners experienced a disabling injury that was sufficient to prevent them from working for seven days or more. He gave moving testimony of men and boys maimed, burnt and killed every working day:
In the mining industry the casualties are more like those of the battlefield than anything else. The only difference between the soldier and the miner is that the miner can never 1 The comment in the title, 'A plentiful crop of cripples made by all this progress', was made by two socialists who toured south Wales in the 1880s. In their analysis, industrial capitalism sacrificed the flesh and limbs of workers in the pursuit of profit: 'Shorn of a leg or an arm, they were painfully fulfilling their part in "progress"', they claimed; Commonweal, 27 August 1887, article reproduced in Ken John, 'Sam Mainwaring and the Autonomist Tradition', Llafur, 1986, 4, 65. *Department of History and Welsh History, Aberystwyth University, Penglais, Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 3DY.
Email: Ben Curtis: bec11@aber.ac.uk; Steven Thompson: sdt@aber.ac.uk Steven Thompson is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of History and Welsh History at Aberystwyth University and specialises in the history of medicine, welfare and the labour movement in industrial south Wales. Ben Curtis is a Research Associate, employed at Aberystwyth University, on a collaborative Wellcome Trust-funded research project entitled 'Disability and Industrial Society: A Comparative Cultural History of British Coalfields, 1780-1948'. ask for an armistice. He cannot even treat for terms of surrender. The casualties go on every day. 2 Delivered just a few months after the end of the First World War, the significance of Hartshorn's metaphor would not have been lost on anyone present. His rhetorical strategy was intended to elicit some of the massive amount of sympathy felt for the injured and maimed veterans of the Western Front on behalf of the mining population of Britain's coalfields. It was also perhaps intended to highlight the injustice felt by the people of those mining communities that the lot of injured miners had been neglected for so long and that it was being overshadowed in these post-war years by the overwhelming focus on military casualties. Attention to the 'wounded soldiers of industry', who were 'always "in the trenches"', in a 'war that knows no end', was to be a common theme in union rhetoric in the years that followed. 3 The contrast in responses to military and industrial casualties was drawn again, with greater intensity, during the Second World War and was eloquently expressed by Bert Coombes, the 'miner writer' from Resolven in the Neath Valley:
On pay day at the average colliery you may see a long queue of men with bandaged arms, or heads, or swinging along on crutches. It has the appearance of a dressing station behind the battle front. There is no glory attached to this queue because they are the wounded of the industrial battle. 4 The extent of such serious and frequently permanent injuries, on a literally industrial scale, prompted the development by the south Wales miners of a range of institutions and services to assist individuals who had become thus disabled. This article examines the efforts of working-class organisations in the south Wales coalfield, in which miners played a very prominent role, to provide artificial limbs and a range of other surgical appliances to workers and their family members in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. What emerges from this study is that a distinctive, labourist conception of disability existed, which envisaged disabled workers as an important priority and one to which significant time, effort and resources were devoted.
Industrial Workers and the Historiography of Disability
The neglect of industrial casualties, which Vernon Hartshorn described so movingly in 1919, is one that also extends to historiography. A number of authors have insisted that children, war veterans and industrial workers were the groups of the population that were crucial to the development of orthopaedics and to the changing experiences and understandings of disability in modern Britain. 5 These groups suffered crippling injuries and impairment to a significant degree and they were the focus of the attention of surgeons and specialists in their attempts to develop modern orthopaedics and lessen the extent of crippling conditions within the population as a whole. Roger Cooter's observation in 1993 that children, soldiers and industrial workers are the patient groups of most importance to the making of modern medicine has been answered with a number of studies of children as patients-not least from his own pen-and particularly in the area of orthopaedics, and a veritable proliferation of studies of soldiers and their disabling conditions. A series of excellent studies have explored the nature and extent of crippling injuries caused by the wars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the complexity of the responses to impairment, and the consequences for understandings and experiences of disability in the modern period. 6 Industrial workers, however, continue to suffer the neglect of medical historians with little interest in working people, either as the objects of medical interventions or as agents in the making of modern medicine.
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Another feature of the historiographies of disability, orthopaedics and artificial limbs is the extent to which historians have focused their attention on the mixed economy of care and have assessed the relative importance of the state and charitable initiatives as the providers of assistance to crippled individuals. Time and again, historians have pointed to the overwhelming importance of philanthropy in British responses to crippling impairment, and its continued importance despite considerable state intervention during and following the First World War. 8 Unfortunately, the importance attached to charitable activities is both a cause and a consequence of the neglect of other providers of care in the voluntary sphere, most notably the various organisations that constituted the British labour movement. 9 Apart from a few isolated comments on the varied contributions of work-place col- include the labour movement, however, such disabled individuals come sharply into focus. Indeed, it might be argued that the needs of the disabled were assigned a high priority by certain working-class organisations and that the disabled were able to exercise a considerable amount of agency within and through such organisations, even in the period before the First World War.
Industrial Injury in the South Wales Coalfield
Industrial south Wales provides a perfect case study for a consideration of industrial injury, impairment and working-class efforts to meet the needs of disabled individuals. The various industrial activities continued in the region from the late eighteenth century were particularly hazardous to the limbs and bodies of workers, to the extent that the Morning Chronicle correspondent who toured south Wales in 1850-51 commented that 'I believe there are in Merthyr more men with wooden legs than are to be found in any town of the kingdom having four times its population'; the streets, he claimed, were 'thronged with the maimed and the mutilated'. 12 Such hazards increased with the massive development in the coal industry in the region from the 1870s onwards and, due to the geological nature of the coal measures, south Wales was the most dangerous coalfield in Britain. Large-scale disasters were more numerous, accident rates were higher, occupational disease was more common and, as a result, levels of injury and disablement were correspondingly higher than in other coalfields.
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In the years before the First World War, for example, a little over 1,000 'serious accidents' occurred each year in south Wales and roughly 30,000 miners received injuries that caused disability lasting seven days or more.
14 In each year during the 1920s, roughly 40,000 miners were victims of accidents that disabled them from working for seven days or more while the figure for Britain as a whole stood at about 200,000, and this did not include the numbers disabled by occupational disease. Every single working day, five miners were killed and 850 were injured in the mines of Britain. 15 These figures compare with the 41,000 servicemen who lost an arm or a leg during the First World War and 272,000 men who experienced injuries to arms or legs that did not require amputation. 16 The figures are not strictly comparable, of course, but give at least some indication of the relative scale of the casualties and perhaps help to make the miners' bitterness understandable. Such high rates of accident and impairment created a large demand for artificial limbs and other surgical appliances, and there existed a variety of means by which these were provided to workers. Employers played at least some role, as the provision of artificial limbs formed part of a more general paternalism that was as much to do with the management of labour as it was the well-being of workers. Iron and, later, steel companies provided limbs to injured workers during the nineteenth century but such provision tended to be at the discretion of the employer or his manager and was conducted on a small scale only. Coal companies that came to prominence in the second half of the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth were even less generous in this regard and distinguished between 'good' and 'bad' workmen in their provision of assistance. 17 While the miners' union insisted in the 1920s that the coalowners should be compelled to provide artificial limbs free of charge to injured miners, this was a demand that was never likely to be satisfied. 18 The failure of employers to offer anything more than a minimal amount of assistance to injured workers and the relative absence of philanthropy from most colliery communities in the region, itself largely the result of the absence of any sizable middle class in coalfield towns and villages, left a space in which working-class self-help and mutualist efforts grew in importance as the nineteenth century progressed. At the most basic level, injured individuals were succoured by work-place collections that would have allowed them to ease the problems caused by a reduced income or indeed to purchase an artificial limb. A slightly more sophisticated form of collections were the Art Union or 'Prize' draws, a type of lottery that involved the selling of tickets for a draw to win prizes donated by individuals, groups and companies in the community. In 1901, for example, a Prize Draw was held in the village of Llwydcoed, near Aberdare, in order to assist Jenkin Rees after he lost his arm in an accident at the Abergorki Drift. 19 In a not dissimilar way, while friendly societies did not routinely provide the means by which members could procure or obtain artificial limbs, some branches made collections amongst their members in order to purchase artificial limbs for one of their number. 'Brother' John Morgan was presented with an artificial leg by the Merthyr Branch of the True Order of Ivorites in 1865, in a special meeting for the purpose replete with speeches, songs and a poem composed to the leg.
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The Labour Movement and Medical Provision in the South Wales Coalfield
More significantly, certain aspects of the region's labour movement meant that the needs, interests and opinions of disabled workers were given a higher priority and greater status than in other industrial districts. First, in the South Wales Miners' Federation, founded in 1898, the region possessed a powerful trade union that was often in the vanguard of miners' trade unionism, and indeed the broader British labour movement as a whole, for much of the twentieth century. 21 Membership passed 100,000 within a year of its inception, making it the largest miners' trade union in Britain by that time, and it was often the instigator of disputes or campaigns in the British coal industry, or else the most loyal region during such disputes, for most of its history. More relevantly, the Federation committed itself to taking an interest in all matters that affected the lives of its members and their families, and acted as advocate and defender in a broad range of areas. In particular, it found itself devoting so much time to the compensation cases of sick and injured members that one historian has claimed might be considered one of the Federation's most important functions.
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In addition, the region also possessed distinctive schemes of medical provision-usually described as medical aid societies-that were more robust, comprehensive and had a greater breadth of services than comparable workmen's medical schemes in other parts of Britain. These originated in the works' doctors schemes that were established in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century at collieries and ironworks throughout the region, whereby employers appointed a surgeon to serve the medical needs of workers and their families and made compulsory deductions from wages to cover the doctors' salaries. In many instances, particularly in towns in northern Monmouthshire where iron and steel manufacture was carried on alongside coal production, workmen's committees were able to wrest some measure of control from their employers, institute set salaries for surgeons and utilise the surplus to develop a broader range of services for members and their families. The Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society was to become the most famous of these schemes, due to its association with Aneurin Bevan, and, by the 1920s, it provided the services of five doctors, one surgeon, two pharmacists, a physiotherapist, a dentist and a district nurse, in addition to a range of additional services, to roughly 95 per cent of the town's population. 23 Crucially, medical aid societies such as those found at Tredegar, Ebbw Vale and Blaenavon were important institutions in the provision of artificial limbs and other surgical appliances, and, from 1911, represented members' interests in relation to National Insurance. The collective self-organisation of workers, therefore, was a central factor in the provision of artificial limbs within south Wales coalfield society. The specific organisational form that this took varied across the region, depending on local circumstances: the Federation Com- In other instances, the miners were the largest occupational group within general geographically-based medical aid societies, such as the Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society, and it is likely that the existence of powerful medical aid societies in such places rendered the need for Federation funds unnecessary in those particular areas. Broadly speaking, the trend was for the Federation schemes to be established later than the provision of the workmen's medical aid societies: there is little evidence of the former before the 1920s, whereas the latter were in some instances providing artificial limbs in the late nineteenth century. The work of these artificial limbs funds continued through the travails of the interwar years, both on their own and in conjunction with the state's National Insurance scheme, before their role became superseded by the advent of the National Health Service in 1948. Judging by the number of named individuals recorded in the minutes of these various organisations, it is clear that many hundreds, if not thousands, of people received artificial limbs and other orthopaedic and medical appliances, either for free or at a subsidised rate, as the direct consequence of the medical schemes established by workers.
One of the defining features of the artificial limbs fund schemes run by the south Wales miners was their inclusive and democratic character. Unlike the provision of limbs by charitable organisations and employers, which was inevitably an essentially philanthropic act dependent upon the providers' goodwill and prerogative, members of the workers' limb fund schemes were entitled to receive an artificial limb, as of right, on the terms specified by the scheme. Furthermore, the committees of both the artificial limb funds and the medical aid societies were selected by regular elections in which the respective memberships were able to pass judgement on the performance of those committees and thereby influence their decisions and policies. The distinction here, between a miners' system of 'proletarian' democratic entitlement and various instances of discretionary philanthropic or paternalistic provision elsewhere, was a significant one and speaks volumes about the popular culture within south Wales coalfield society at that time. Artificial limbs were not, as Joanna Bourke has claimed in relation to workers more generally, 'a luxury', but rather, in south Wales at least, something to be provided to those who needed them in a routine fashion. 27 The specific rules defining the extent and nature of eligibility for receipt of artificial limbs varied within the different miners' limb fund schemes. In none of these schemes, though, is there any mention of a payment to be made by the limbs' recipients; full membership entitled the recipients to free provision of the appropriate artificial limb, not some sum of money towards its cost. With the various schemes run directly under the aegis of the Federation, the main criteria for eligibility were that the person in question was a full financial member of the Federation and that the accident which caused the individual to require the artificial limb eight larger and more efficient 'areas'. occurred on colliery premises. Additionally, as these schemes were district-based, the individual in question generally needed to be employed within the appropriate district at the time of the accident. The rules of the Maesteg District Fund, for instance, make it clear that 'The provision of this fund to apply only in cases of incapacity arising as a result of Fig. 1 George Preece, a miner from Abercynon, injured in 1909 when a truck went over his legs. He is shown wearing technically sophisticated artificial legs (one full length, the other from the knee down) rather than simple wooden 'peg legs' -although, according to his granddaughter, he rarely wore them as they were not particularly comfortable. (Image courtesy of National Museum Wales) accidents sustained, or industrial diseases contracted, whilst employed in the Maesteg District, provided also that application is made whilst the workman is actually a member of the Maesteg District of Miners'. 28 The terms of the Area No. 2 District fund were slightly more flexible in this respect. In March 1936, after consultation with the colliery lodges, it was decided 'That no applications be considered from members who sustained accidents at Collieries outside this Area unless the applicant has been a contributor for at least five years'. In December 1943, in response to a motion from the Duffryn Rhondda Lodge to reduce the period of five years to three for the supply of a second artificial limb to individuals, the Area Committee meeting unanimously agreed to consider second applications upon their merit after a period of three years. 29 One of the underlying characteristics of the various miners' artificial limbs fund schemes, therefore, was a humane flexibility and the desire to move beyond a strict interpretation of eligibility, albeit within the limits imposed by finite resources. The question of eligibility and entitlement was slightly more complicated with respect to the various workmen's medical aid societies. In the case of the Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society, members who paid 'poundage' contributions at a rate of 3d. per pound were entitled to either 'Minor Benefits' if they had paid continuously for three months, or 'Major Benefits' if they had paid continuously for a period of two years. 30 An artificial (i.e.
glass) eye was one of the items termed 'Minor Benefits', whereas an artificial leg was deemed a 'Major Benefit'. 31 At a special general meeting in July 1928, it was affirmed that the Tredegar Society's policy was for the dependent wives and children of members to be entitled to the free benefits ensuing from this. This meant that, unlike the provisions of the various Federation schemes, it was possible for women and children to receive an artificial limb (or, as was more likely, other surgical appliances) from this fund free of charge, providing the appropriate criteria were met. Such individuals received limbs as a result of their relationships with male members of the schemes, rather than as a result of their own particular needs, of course, but the provision was no less significant for that. The Society's resources were by no means unlimited, however; the same meeting decided that 'only members who have contributed full poundage rates for the proper periods … shall be entitled to the benefits termed major benefits & that the second or duplicate artificial limbs be supplied only to members who are in actual employment'.
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In contrast, the general policy of the Ebbw Vale Workmen's Doctors' Fund (which by 1913 had changed its name to the Ebbw Vale Workmen's Medical Society) from March 1898 onwards was one of provision of grants of up to £4 per limb, rather than meeting the entire cost of artificial limbs. In March 1916, the Fund decided to pay for two-thirds of the cost of artificial limbs for members, up to a maximum of £8 for legs and £5 6s. 8d. for arms and hands. These increased rates of grants were considered retrospective as of 28 Clearly, financial reality placed limits on the generosity of provision. Notwithstanding the fact that the various rules of the miners' artificial limb fund schemes did not always permit the provision of prostheses to members, one of the most notable aspects in the way that they were run was that occasionally, where circumstances necessitated, the various managing committees were able to use their discretion to extend provision to individuals who would otherwise have been ineligible; such instances show that the schemes were not always run according to strict rules of eligibility or on an actuarial basis and that the need of an individual alone could be the basis on which provision was made. Several examples from the Federation Area No. 2 Artificial Limbs Fund illustrate this point clearly. In July 1934, the Area committee considered the case of a member of Duffryn Rhondda Lodge and decided 'in view of the circumstances it was agreed that a grant of £5 be made towards the cost of a new Limb'. 36 In November 1942, the Garth Merthyr delegate on the Area committee appealed on behalf of a member of the lodge who required orthopaedic boots. The meeting 'decided that the case did not come within the scheme but agreed to a grant of £3.3.0 which was half the cost of the Surgical Boots'.
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The same ethos was apparent in the workings of the various workmen's medical aid societies. In September 1936, for instance, the Tredegar Society's General Committee resolved that 'a member whilst disabled, is entitled to [the] full benefits of the Society'. 38 Similarly, in June 1938 the Society received an application from an individual for a new wooden 'peg leg'. This miner had formerly worked at Graham's colliery, near Tredegar, which had closed in the early 1920s and whose workforce had been contributors to the Society. The Society had previously supplied this individual with two legs out of the proceeds of a benefit football match and the Committee 'finally agreed he be supplied with a new peg leg free of cost'. 39 Responsiveness to members' complaints was another feature. When, in November 1933, the Tredegar Society's Economy Sub-Committee proposed that wearers pay for 50 per cent of the cost of repairs to artificial limbs, it received a petition of protest from five wearers of artificial limbs. Dissatisfaction with this aspect of the Society's policy persisted for over a year, before, in response to these complaints, the Society decided in August 1935 to rescind charges to members for repairs. repairs to her artificial limb, which she had worn for the previous seventeen years. However, on being advised by the manufacturers as to the age and poor condition of the prosthesis, it was decided to pay £20 to supply her with a new artificial limb instead. 41 
Miners' Medical Aid Societies and Disability in the South Wales Coalfield
The various medical aid schemes run by workers in south Wales provided an array of surgical appliances for members, a reflection of the fact that work in the coal industry produced a wide range of permanent and semi-permanent disabling conditions and injuries amongst its employees. This is a significant point, inasmuch as the historiography of disablement and prostheses has tended to concentrate on amputations and artificial limbs, to the exclusion of other (more commonplace) conditions and orthopaedic devices. 47 The rules of the Maesteg District Artificial Limb Fund, for example, stated that its purpose was to supply artificial legs, arms, feet, hands, fingers, eyes and teeth, as well as bath chairs, orthopaedic boots, surgical belts, spinal corsets and spectacles. 48 Naturally, the range of appliances 41 Artificial limbs were the most prominent and expensive items provided, although they only represented a minority of the number of surgical and orthopaedic appliances that were supplied. Crutches were a fairly commonplace item. In some instances, these were loaned to an individual on a temporary basis while he or she recovered from an injury; in other cases-such as those of a person suffering from rheumatism, for example-the provision of crutches was deemed to be permanent. Orthopaedic boots (generally referred to as 'surgical boots') were the items most often supplied by the medical aid societies. Demand for them was noticeably lower amongst members of the Federation artificial limbs funds, a reflection of the fact that the former organisations tended to cater for families and a wider section of the community than just the mineworkers themselves. In 1898, for example, Edwin Walters from Manmoel was granted the sum of £5 18s. 6d. by the Ebbw Vale Fund for 'boots for his 2 children afflicted with Club feet'. 50 In the dire economic circumstances of interwar industrial south Wales, the provision of such specialist orthopaedic footwear by the medical aid societies would have been gratefully received by workers' families. On occasion, the provision of surgical boots shaded into a more comprehensive orthopaedic treatment. In February 1928, for example, the Tredegar Society agreed to pay for 'boots & irons' for a child. 51 Similarly, there are also a few instances of provision of a spinal jacket to correct spinal curvature.
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The extremely physical and arduous nature of coal-mining work meant that hernias and other serious strains were commonplace for miners; the rigours of the general business of daily life in coalfield communities meant that many women were also afflicted, as the records of the medical aid societies testify. Although rarely fatal, hernias and other such injuries would have been a source of continual pain and discomfort that impacted materially on a miner's income, given that most wages in the industry at that time were paid on a piecework basis according to the individual's output. Consequently, perhaps the surgical appliances most frequently supplied in the south Wales coalfield in this period were the various surgical trusses, abdominal belts and spinal corsets which were provided to help alleviate the symptoms of these conditions. In At the other end of the scale, the various south Wales miners' artificial limb funds also occasionally provided much more specialist equipment for their disabled members. The wheelchair (or 'invalid chair', as it tended to be referred to in the early twentieth century) is one such example. Medical aid societies and artificial limb funds used their own resources, obtained via membership subscriptions, to purchase (or assist with the purchase of) wheelchairs for their members where necessary. The Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society operated a small pool of chairs and spinal carriages. 54 The general policy appears to have been one of loaning these out to disabled or elderly and infirm members on demand rather than giving them out permanently, although there do seem to have been occasional exceptions in this respect. 55 In December 1922, the Finance Committee of the Tredegar Society resolved that non-members could hire a bath chair from the Society for a fee of five shillings per week. 56 Commencing with the acquisition of a spinal carriage in 1912, the Society obtained and maintained several kinds of chairs for disabled members: bath chairs (an early type of wheelchair), folding chairs (which were collapsible and thus easier to transport) and Bailey chairs (a static, adjustable seat with supports for legs).
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There are other examples from other organisations too. In December 1939, for instance, the Federation's Area No. 2 Artificial Limb Fund agreed to provide money to assist with the purchase of a 'Motor Chair' for an individual; it also provided a grant of £25 to a member of Empire Lodge towards 'the purchase of a mechanically propelled chair' in December 1948. 58 The provision of artificial eyes suggests the important place of aesthetic, as well as more functional, considerations in the provision of these workers' organisations. The intention was clearly to do more for the member than merely allow him to seek and obtain further employment; in these cases, the member's quality of life and sense of self-esteem was a motivating factor. 59 The same is also true of the hearing amplifiers that were occasionally provided to assist individuals who were deaf. practical and aesthetic considerations played a part in the decisions taken by these medical aid societies and artificial limbs fund schemes. Nevertheless, the provision of prostheses was the central rationale of the funds and artificial limbs were clearly the most expensive and most prominent of the appliances supplied to members. In the years immediately following the First World War, at a time when the average weekly wage for a skilled worker was £2, a wooden artificial leg could cost over £22. 61 The 'usual type' of artificial leg supplied by the Tredegar Society cost £16 10s. 0d.
in 1934, whereas a 'Metal Leg' cost £18 0s. 0d. 62 Although not directly comparable, these lesser figures indicate that the Society was unable to spend as much per prosthesis as the government, the main purchaser of artificial limbs in Britain at that time. Even so, the provision of artificial limbs by these various miners' organisations did entail considerable expense. Between 1916 and 1948, for instance, the Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society spent over £61,809 6s. 8 as its preferred supplier of artificial limbs. 65 In January 1938, the Society's General Committee introduced a policy of a three-month trial period for artificial limbs to ensure the wearers' satisfaction with them before payment, terms to which Blatchfords indicated that they were agreeable.
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The quality of construction of artificial limbs was another important consideration. In the early 1920s, the Tredegar Society's preferred supplier of prostheses was the Cardiff branch of J. J. Stubbs and Son Ltd. Under the heading 'A Boon to the Lame', a 1920 advertisement for Stubbs' artificial limbs claimed that 'The motions and actions are as near like a natural foot as possible, no springs, bolts, etc., to get out of order. The yielding and elastic qualities 61 Significantly, the design and technical construction of prostheses supplied by the south Wales miners' artificial limbs fund schemes varied over time, with the tendency seeming to have been towards improvements in form and function. 69 These miners' schemes differentiated between 'artificial legs' and much less technologically sophisticated 'peg legs', with the overwhelming trend being towards provision of the former rather than the latter. In contrast, employers were generally only willing to supply peg legs to injured workers. 70 The one type of prosthesis was considerably more expensive than the other: in 1897, for instance, the Ebbw Vale Committee noted that the cost of 'a foot and socket leg' was about £6 6s. 0d., whereas peg legs cost about £1 1s. 0d. each. 71 As Guyatt notes, the main technological trend in construction of artificial legs in the interwar period was away from wood and towards metal as the preferred material. 72 This shift is also discernible in the Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society records: in April 1934, for instance, the General Committee agreed that one woman be supplied with a 'Metal Leg at cost of £18 as against the usual type of £16.10.0.' Similarly, specific references to artificial legs made of steel and aluminium first appear in the minutes in 1936 and 1937 respectively. 73 By way of contrast, veterans of the First World War were receiving aluminium-alloy artificial legs from the early 1920s onwards, paid for by the Ministry of Pensions-a reflection of the far greater resources at the disposal of the government compared to the various miners' artificial limbs funds in the south Wales coalfield. 74 On the other hand, Joanna Bourke makes the point that, as late as the 1930s, 'unless a disabled person had access to charitable or private funds, he or she was not likely to be fitted with any artificial limb more sophisticated than a peg leg' and asserts that this did not change until after the Second World War; workers in south Wales, in contrast, seem to have had access to metal limbs slightly earlier as a result of the efforts of their organisations. 75 From the wearer's perspective, an equally significant factor was that an artificial limb was suitable and fitted correctly. In order to ensure this, it was generally necessary for the person to travel to the artificial limb manufacturer's workshop for measurement and for the limb to be fitted. The miners' medical aid societies sometimes paid the train fares for these journeys, where circumstances necessitated. and injured workers in terms of the continued care and support offered to the former but denied to the latter by orthopaedic surgeons and artificial limb makers in the 1930s; workers in south Wales, it is clear, as a result of the efforts of working-class organisations, had similar experiences to ex-servicemen rather than other workers in the long-term support they received in relation to their artificial limbs.
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It is illustrative of the Tredegar Society's underlying ethos of provision that, where circumstances allowed, on several occasions in the later 1930s, the Society sought the opinion of wearers as to their preference for an artificial limb. One individual said that he would like an artificial leg of all-leather construction; in other instances the Society's General Committee decided that the person in question 'be provided with a new limb of his own choice'. 80 Inevitably, it was sometimes the case that an artificial limb was either unsuitable, defective in some way, or incorrectly fitted. In January 1938, the General Committee resolved '[t]hat members who should accept limbs from the Society, do so on the condition, that after receiving the limb, if we do not receive a report if such limb is right or wrong within three months we refuse any application for repairs or a new limb'. 81 Where a member duly informed the Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society of an incorrectly-fitting or defective prosthesis, the Society's General Committee seems to have been quite zealous in ensuring that the grievance received adequate redress. To take one example: a member of the Society had been provided with a Masters artificial leg, which had proved to be unsuitable. In December 1937, having been unable to get Masters to meet a deputation to discuss this complaint, the committee resolved that the person be supplied with a Stubbs artificial leg instead. This replacement also proved unsatisfactory, despite Stubbs adjusting the limb twice to meet his specifications. In March 1938 the committee invited the individual to appear before them; upon examining the limb themselves, the committee's lay experts expressed the view that the limb itself was a misfit. Committee representatives subsequently accompanied the individual to the Stubbs workshop in Cardiff, where a further fitting-lasting three hours-took place. In July 1938, the wearer complained again that the limb was still unsatisfactory, prompting the General Committee to arrange for a meeting with the branch manager of the Stubbs workshop to resolve the issue. The following month, it was reported that the branch manager had conceded to the wearer that 'he certainly was justified in his complaints' and had agreed to make the necessary adjustments to it. 82 The Company, perhaps, was keen not to lose as valued a customer as this workmen's medical scheme.
Repairs and replacements for damaged artificial limbs is one area where several of the south Wales miners' artificial limbs fund schemes went beyond the basics of provision to give an enhanced service to their members. The Area No. 2 Artificial Limb Fund of the Miners' Federation frequently authorised repair or replacement of damaged prostheses and surgical appliances. The emphasis was on repair where possible, replacement where necessary. The fund's rules, revised in 1936 following circulation to the lodges for discussion and approval, stated 'That second applications for Artificial Limbs be not considered within the period of guarantee (nominally five years) except in case of severe accident to the Limb', but 'That the cost of repairs to Limbs be granted within the period of guarantee if necessary for the purpose of prolonging the life of the Limb. Particulars of such repairs to be sent with the applications' and 'That second and subsequent applications for repairs be considered on merit'. 83 The Tredegar Workmen's Medical Aid Society operated on a similarly comprehensive basis, to the great benefit of some of its prosthesis-wearing members. Several individuals required multiple repairs to their artificial limbs: one particular person, for example, had his artificial leg repaired seven times and adjusted on a further occasion between 1927 and 1936, all of which were paid for by the Society. 84 In certain circumstances, the General Committee deemed that replacement of a damaged artificial leg would be more cost-effective overall than repairing it: this occurred in June 1938, for example, following receipt of a quotation from Blatchfords Ltd of £11 5s. 0d. for repairs to a member's prosthesis. 85 It should be noted, however, that not all of the artificial limbs fund schemes operated on this basis: the rules of the Maesteg District Artificial Limbs Fund stated unambiguously that '[t]he scheme does not provide for renewals', while the general policy of the Ebbw Vale Workmen's Medical Society policy was to not to accede to members' requests for the Society to pay for repairs to limbs or to provide further grants towards the cost of replacement limbs-although there were occasional exceptions to this. 86 Furthermore, even where the funds did pay for repairs and replacements of artificial limbs and surgical appliances, this provision was dependent upon continued membership of the scheme; it was occasionally the case that individuals' requests for assistance were not acceded to as they did not meet this criterion. The question of repairs also exemplifies the Society's commitment towards meeting the needs of its disabled members. This is illustrated clearly by a series of interconnected examples from the mid-to late 1930s. Two themes emerge from these: the desire of the General Committee to get members' limbs repaired as rapidly and cost-effectively as possible; and the lay expertise of several of the committee members and officers in the question of artificial limbs. In October 1935, concerned at the high cost of repairs to artificial limbs charged by Masters and Sons, the General Committee resolved that the limbs be returned from that company and inspected by a sub-committee before these repairs be proceeded with. The following month, the sub-committee reported its deliberations, after which the General Committee itself inspected the prostheses in question and resolved that the sub-committee meet with the representative from Masters and Sons and gave it 'plenary powers to arrange for repairs, also to try and arrange with him to supply us with a catalogue of prices on all repairs generally, as a guide for the future'. Following this meeting with Masters and Sons, the sub-committee was able to negotiate a discount of ten shillings on the repair bill for each of the four prostheses in question. The General Committee resolved that this work be carried out 'but that when any other limb required repair, the catalogue of prices (which is being forwarded), be checked, and decided upon by Committee. In the case of a new limb to be ordered, first competitive prices be obtained, and a guarantee asked for, and instructions issued by the Firm who supply the limb, as to use and adjustments to that limb '. 87 This question of the high cost of Masters and Sons' repairs re-emerged in April 1936. One committee member 'raised [the] question of obtaining competitive prices for repairs, but [the] Secretary stated this would mean the limb being put to each Firm in turn, the member having to wait a long period on this system for return of repaired limb'. The subcommittee met the Masters and Sons representative again but was unable to negotiate a further discount. A few months later, though, the secretary had been able to ascertain that Blatchfords were able to repair artificial limbs at a price 50 per cent below that of Masters and Sons; this was an important factor in the switch to this company as the preferred manufacturer used by the Society. On several other occasions too, certain committee members examined defective or faulty artificial limbs that had been supplied to Society members, with the (generally successfully obtained) objective of getting a free replacement or repair of the prosthesis in question. 88 Interestingly, in the late 1930s, one of the General Committee's artificial limbs lay experts was himself a disabled individual who wore an artificial leg. 89 Elected onto the committee in April 1936 as one of the two representatives from Pochin No. 1 colliery, he subsequently played a prominent role in the small sub-committee that examined damaged or faulty artificial limbs and negotiated with the manufacturers regarding replacements or repairs to these. workplace. In certain circumstances, there sometimes existed the possibility of suitable light employment outside of the coal industry: one individual from Sirhowy who wore an artificial leg, for example, was able to obtain work as a billiard marker in the local miners' institute. 91 Generally speaking, though, the evidence certainly indicates that many individuals with artificial limbs were able to continue to work in the coal industry; what is less clear is in what jobs they were employed. Whilst the statistical data do not exist so as to be able to quantify precisely, the aggregate weight of case studies and anecdotal evidence regarding individuals who lost a limb suggests that where possible they were generally offered 'light work', either on the colliery surface or elsewhere below ground, away from the arduous physical business of cutting coal at the coalface. Working in the colliery lamp room was fairly commonplace; 92 other options included working as an engine driver or on the colliery ventilation fans. 93 The provision of the artificial limb was a necessary factor in this person's work performance-albeit almost certainly at a lower wage than before the disabling injury occurred. In this respect, it is clear that the many thousands of pounds' worth of prostheses and other surgical appliances funded by the various miners' artificial limb fund schemes from the 1890s through to the 1940s played an important role in helping the numerous victims of disabling industrial injury in south Wales coalfield society to have a greater level of income and independent living than would otherwise have been the case.
Conclusion
While the attention within the historiography of orthopaedics and artificial limbs has been paid to soldiers and children, attention devoted to workers can further broaden our understanding of these important issues and offer a distinct contribution to the field. What is evident in these working-class organisations in this particular part of Britain is a distinctive, labourist conception of disability, need and entitlement that differed quite markedly from state and charitable conceptions. It placed the disabled individual in a much more favourable position than other civilians, deserving of assistance as a right, and conferred eligibility to a considerable amount of care and on-going support. Indeed, in terms of the large sums of money raised and expended, the dogged and continuous representations made to artificial limb companies, and the campaigning work of the Miners' Federation to improve workmen's compensation legislation, the labour movement placed the disabled worker at the heart of its efforts and campaigns, and this clearly stands in contrast to the far more limited, discretionary character of provision by other sectors of the voluntary sphere. It should also be noted that this commitment to the well-being of disabled individuals was not inevitable but came about as a result of careful, conscious decisions that placed the disabled at the heart of the labour movement's activities. This is clearly demonstrated by a comparison with the Railway Brotherhoods in America where disability was a divisive issue as injured railwaymen were criticised by their brethren who attributed disability to incompetence and used it as a means to limit the amount of assistance given to such individuals. 94 In south Wales, injured miners, metal-workers and even family members were taken up as part of the everyday work of the labour movement, or else such individuals pursued their interests through that labour movement, and a distinctive conception of disability was fostered. This was reflected in the breadth of provision made by proletarian organisations, in terms of the range of surgical appliances provided and the provision made to members' dependants, the relatively generous terms on which such provision was made, the continued support to those individuals assisted after provision had been made, and the commitment to less functional forms of provision, such as artificial eyes and hearing aids, that were nevertheless intended to improve the quality of individuals' lives.
